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Meet Illuminated, your new quarterly newsletter. You can expect a
curated collection of resources (think: short videos, podcast
recommendations, brief activities, think pieces, & research articles) to
pique your curiosity about various aspects of mental health and
stimulate your thinking about your own self-growth. I hope you enjoy.
Warmly,
Dr. Jenna Schleien
Clinical Psychologist & Founder, Lumina Psychology

A podcast episode for anyone
who has been, or will be, part of
a couple Belgian psychotherapist Esther Perel
discusses relationships with Shane Parrish on
his podcast The Knowledge Project. Perel
reveals her favorite strategies for “fighting”
fair, rewriting stories that damage
relationships, and breathing new life into our
romantic partnerships.
listen

to learn more, or to schedule a session, visit www.luminapsychology.com

Looping animations for anyone
who would benefit from clearing
their mind Swedish artist Andreas Wannerstedt crafts
whimsical and hypnotic digital animations (see
screenshot on the left). If you find your mind
wandering or worrying, try using one of these
animations to clear and refocus. Notice all the
details. What is the trajectory of the ball? How do
the rotating stones make this possible? How does
this motion correspond with the music? What is
the setting like? Whenever other thoughts enter
your mind, let them float away and gently bring
your attention back to the animation.
watch

A think piece for anyone who
identifies as a people pleaser In her blog post "Why Is it so Hard to Stop
People Pleasing?", Licensed Professional
Counselor Andrea Mathews describes what
it means to be a "people pleaser" and
highlights a family dynamic that often plays
a role in creating this trait. Mathews also
explores why it's so difficult to shed this
quality and suggests a first step toward
sustainable change.
read
A bonus, just for fun - Watch these penguins embark on the first Penguin Parade of 2022.
Did someone awesome forward you this newsletter? Subscribe here.
Do you have an idea for a featured resource? Let me know here under the Contact tab.

to learn more, or to schedule a session, visit www.luminapsychology.com

